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 INDIAN CURRENCY.
 THE currency of India, in its present unsettled state the cause of
 dissatisfaction to so many Englishmen, who write about it to their
 morning papers, appears not so dismal to an Austrian, who has seen
 worse.
 It is an evident advantage, which gold countries possess, to be able
 to increase their circulation whenever money gets scarce, by procuritng
 gold from abroad, and to reduce it by sending the gold back. when no
 longer wanted. The quantity of money by these means can be adapted
 to the want of money, and the stability of value thereby attained,
 though far from absolute, is sufficient for practical purposes. The system
 works well enough, as long as other gold-using countries are ready to
 offer their surplus and to receive what is superfluous; it is defective
 when all gold countries labour under the same straightened means; but
 the pressure is at least lessened by its extending over other countries.
 India, with its fixed and unchangeable circulation, has now nearly
 attained the expected price of its rupees, but it has no guarantee that
 this price will be maintained, and it is therefore hampered in its
 foreign trade by fluctuations of the value of its currency, whose
 quantity cannot be accommodated to the want of money. In Austria}
 we have been long enough in an exactly similar situation to justly
 appreciate its disadvantages. Withal, our experience has shown us
 that the closing of the Mint for silver was a great progress compared
 with our situation before this measure was adopted. The demand for
 money continually varying; the value of our money became much more
 stable when the quantity of our circulation was limited and inelastic
 than before, when it was dependent on circumstances out of all relation
 to our wants. In consequence of this step, the value of our paper
 money rose far above that of the silver it represented, as the rupee is
 now independent of the results of silver mining.
 To obtain the predetermined gold price was a less difficult task than
 to keep it up, and very different ways are open for this purpose. The
 simplest method would be the actual introduction of the gold standard.
 This would require a stock of gold sufficient to exchange, at any time,
 any number of rupees presented for gold at a fixed ratio, and vice versa.
 It is of no importance if, besides this stock, more or less gold be in
 circulation. Russia has made the transition, and has accumulated
 more than enough gold to cover all its notes. Austria and Hungary
 follow the same line, though slower, and have secured the necessary
 gold for the -withdrawal of all uncovered State paper money; so that
 no material obstacle remains to complete the transition.
 Another plan to secure payment in gold has been employed in
 Holland. Internal circulation there consists in silver, but by an
 arrangement with the Government the bank is ready to meet any
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 demand for gold made by foreign trade. The system is complicated,
 but it works to general satisfaction.
 The Latin Union (France, Belgium, and Switzerland) has a great
 surplus of silver coins in circulation, but since the Mints there have
 been closed, and aided by an enormous stock of gold, it has had no
 difficulty in keeping up the value of its money. The United States
 suffer severely under various monetary experiments, but their currency,
 with all its silver, certificates, green backs, and bank-notes, has pre-
 served its international value.
 This short review of well-known facts may show that the intro-
 duction of the gold standard is neither the sole nor the best plan to
 achieve the only desired aim-namely, that of securing the determined
 relation of the rupee to gold. By all means India will require for a
 long time to come a large stock of silver for internal transactions,
 which are too small to be regulated with gold, and will want gold
 for foreign trade only. For this latter purpose an account of the
 India note-issuing bank with the Bank of England might, in the
 interest of the money market, save sending large sums of gold
 out of Europe. To ensure the exchange value of the rupee, some
 visible and controllable mechanism is to be found. This plan is
 to issue rupee bank-notes against gold deposited in Europe when
 money is wanted for India, and to redeem rupee notes or silver by
 selling gold when rupees are no longer required, and therefore fall
 below their determined price. That an institution, with sufficient
 reserves to meet all exigencies, can maintain the legal relation may be
 seen by the example of Holland. RICHARD LIEBEN
 VIENNA.
 PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS.
 Supplernent to the Fifty-fifth Annual Report of the Registrar-
 General. . . . Part II. [C. 8503.]
 THIS second and concluding part of the supplementary report for
 the decennium 1881-90 deals with the statistics of mortality in
 ,different observations. Account being taken of the "a age-constitution"
 of males aged from fifteen to sixty-five, comparative mortality figures
 have been found for the different occupations, agreeing in the main
 with the results of the two preceding inquiries; for instance, as to the
 longevity of gardeners and the exceptional mortality of persons con-
 nected with the liquor trade. It is a great improvement that in the
 present census age-periods of ten years (15-25, 25-45, &c.) have been
 used, instead of age-periods of twenty years (25-45, and 45-65), as
 in former reports.
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